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Committee Looking for
Urban Studies Director
The post of director
vironmental Studies, once offered to Chuck
Stone, is still vacant after the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions rejected a
candidate supported by Dean Nye and the
chairman of the Urban and Environmental
Studies advisory committee, Clyde McKee,
professor of political science.
McKee said that the Appointments
Committee did not officially reject the
recommendation of the Dean because the
candidate withdrew shortly after it was
made. But all indications show that pressure
from six of eight Faculty members of the
Urban and Environmental Advisory
Committee (UEAC) would have stopped the
appointment in any case.
The appointment was to have been an
associate professorship in the department of
political science. Samuel Hendel, chairman
of the department, agreed with the six
Faculty in recommending that the can-
didate not be appointed at that rank. Hendel
now heads a. three man committee to con-
tinue the search for a director, who must be
appointed by July 1 to start curriculum work
funded by the National Science Foundation,
by Steven Pearlstein
of Urban and En- but was rejected by the Dean late last year.
McKee cited two reasons for this first
rejection: the candidate did not meet
exactly all the stipulations in the National
Science Foundation Grant, and he had
shaky credentials in the department of his
appointment, political science.
McKee argued that Nye was within his
rights in rejecting a candidate approved by
the committee, since the group is only ad-
visory. He argued further that since the
director of Urban and Environmental
Studies would be associated himself with a




This photograph by Peter Crawford '72 won fourth prize arid ten dollars in the first
annual TKll'Ol) Photo Contest. All entries in the contest are on exhibit in Austin Arts
Center.
Students Praise Freedom
In Open Semester Policy
The Open Semester program is a suc-
cessful educational experience according to
students and members of the administration
involved in the program. Students in-
terviewed by the Tripod praised the
freedom provided by the program and the
cooperation of members of the faculty and
administration. Since the program was
established two years ago, 104 students have
laki-n Open Semesters.
The program which began in the fall of
lWiii allows a student to take a semester to
complete a project for which he receives up
to four course credits. While some students
work for government agencies or political
campaigns, the majority do private, in-
dependent research.
Many .students are attracted by the
freedom that the Open Semester offers. "My
first motive was to get away from rigidity of
academic life at the College." said Ron
Crctaro, '71. who studied police-community
relations in the Dutch Point section of
Hartford.
Bob Davidson, '71, who made a film on
Shakespeare, said, "1 had my idea long
Ix'fore. I was able to carry it out, but the
availability of the Open Semester gave me
the time.""
Students interviewed by the Tripod said
their advisors allowed them to decide the
extent of their projects. "I had total freedom
to report on my work as I wished," said
Robert Barboui\ '71, who studied uses of the
computer in problems of psychiatry at the
Institute of Living.
Most students reported cooperation from
the administration. Henry Furst, '73, who
Barboursaid that his Open Semester project
would be the beginnings of his life's work.
Cretaro said he would continue to work with
the community group that he had worked
with on his Open Semester.
Some students felt that they had gained a
perspective on college life. "The semester
after my Open Semester was my best at
Trinity," said Richard Bacon, '71, who was
an intern in the Trust Department of the
Connecticut Bank and Trust Company.
(Continued on P. 7)
The candidate, a political scientist
working with the Surgeon General's Office,
was not strongly opposed by any member of
the Advisory Committee when he was
discussed at a poorly attended meeting last
month. "The chairman (McKee) took the
position that since no strong objections
arose to the candidate, this was prima facie
approval," said one Faculty member. "It
was not."
This Faculty member was one of six who
signed a letter protesting the recom-
mendation after it was made, arguing that
the search had not been thorough enough.
Hendel commented that the candidate in
question did not come from one of the
centers which train urban specialits.
Several Committee members asked why
candidates from the Harvard and MIT
programs were not interviewed.
"There were just a lot of us, both on the
committee and off, who felt he was not the
best man we could get," reported one
Faculty committee member. "There was no
evidence that a real search had been
made," commented his colleague.
From scattered testimony, it appears as if
there were three major candidates who
applied for the post. Notable was one who




There is good chance of a rise in room
rents effective next fall, according to the
Office of Community Life.
Marc S. Salisch, dean of community life,
said that needed renovations and a backlog
of old debts make his proposed budget so
tight that a rent increase may be necessary,
The final decision is made by the
President and Trustees when they approve
the budget, The question of a rent increase is
now being considered seriously by Thomas
A. Smith, vice-president and Robert A.
Pedemonli, associate comptroller. A ten-
tative decision will be reached by next, week,
according to Pedemonti, but will not be
made public until after the budget has gone
through its normal process.
Part of that process includes con-
sideration by the Financial Affairs Com-
mittee, which has three students members,
Pedemonti commented that a rise in rents
"will come sooner or later, although.may be
not this year/'- He said that without some
unforseen donation, costs of renovation and
rising costs of fuel and other things would
make increases necessary.
Presently one-third of the rental income is
used to pay back interest and capital of
money borrowed to build and renovate
present dormitory facilities. According to
(Continued on P. 6)
Nominations
Any student who wants to run for the
Student Government Founding Con-
vention must send a petition with 20
signatures to Box 1310 by Wednesday.
worked in the Congressional campaign of
Edward Koch, in New York, said, "If the
student takes the initiative for a con-
structive* semester, he will in no way be
hampered by the administration."
StwkmEs Ml that the Open Semester had
helped thitm in different ways,, but a l
that they learned a great deal.
No Parking
ded narking lots have created "dangerous conditions" at major events held in the Ferris Athletic Center and Austin
»»fir according: to Alfred Garafolo, Director of Campus Security. Safety vehicles such as ambulances and fire engines
VIZ hlln unabe to eet through In an emergency, Garafolo said. He has proposed several changes including new parking
new Sstem of parking fines to alleviate the situation. See story Page 6.a ne
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Uneven Production
No Sympathy For "The Devils
by Jason Lloyd's Mother
To the Arts Editor, Staff and Reader of the
TRIPOD;
My son, Jason Lloyd, went to TRINITY
against my better judgement. His father
and I wanted him to stay near home, in
Indiana, and go to a nice school, like Notre
Dame,
Our worst hopes were confirmed when we
came to Hartford to visit him this past week-
end. After showing us his old, cramped
dorm-room and the noisy mess hall, he said
there was nothing else to do but go to the
Austin Arts Center to see THE DEVILS.
Were we shocked. •
We never expected such things (we don't
go to the movies any more, with all those
• "X" ratings and such); we thought we'd be
able to sit back and enjoy an absorbing,
pleasant family play, where the black devils
wind up in hell and purgatory- after all,
where we come from, TRINITY is HOLY,
and COLLEGE THEATRE ARTS
productions are not covers for perversion.
Imagine a play about "obsenity,
blasphemy, debauchery, lust and
sacrilege"-- and from a priest. It was
revolting.
That cute boy (one of the best actors-
Stephen Roylance) standing in a sewer of
filth, and then spilling some on the Holy
Robe; or Henri de Conde, the man in the
blue satin and white pumps (Len Cowan),
strutting around with lady-like red cheeks
and mock Holy Sacraments; and then that
blond girl, the Mother Superior, (Lynne
Derrick), wailing all the time, with false
pregnancy (you just know the naughty little
thing went the whole hog), rolling on top of
those other nuns (Anne Scurria, Vikki
Willson, Ann Convery) and kissing them-
my son was so upset he had to sit with his
rain coat in his lap the whole time.
The music, the music was nice, especially
all those trumpets when Richelieu (David
Eliet, the best actor and the director) came
on; the only one who you could tell was
really a good Christian was Barre (David
Wakefield); Mignon (Glenn Gustafson)
could have leaned either way (though he
was mostly foward, and gets best make up
job), and the Bishop was full of holy fervor
(Miklos Hovarth, who also played another
part, a guard) although his dungarees
showed under his Holy Vestments.
And then that confused soul, Grandier,
that deceitful, lecherous (even on the altar)
priest (Steve Charleston) who kept panting
all the time- either from rage or from all
those women; he never could make up his
mind if he was going to be good for goodness
sake, or try to become a saint (imagine!) or
defile another innocent. Phillipe Trincant
(Robin Rogers) tried so hard to please him,
and he treated her so poorly, even though
she was with his child, and all. Ghastly.
And my tired bottom- we went in at 8:15
Saturday, and it was almost Sunday before
the play was over- so long to sit. But the
marvelous auditorium- why right after the
play began, they started an exciting power
motor that pulled back the curtain
separating the empty seats from the rest of
the audience (and drowned out all the
lines); and then that busy back-stage set
builder who started hammering during the
show- you could hear (and see) everyone
had put a lot into the production.
. I liked the second act the best. The first
Virgin or Vers^:
Phillipe (Robin Rqgejrs), Grandier (Steve Charleston) and Her father Trincant




The bishop (Miklos Horvath) having his rings taken off by Bontemps (Gary Rohr-
back). The rings symbolize the Bishop's hypocrisy-preaching poverty but living in
wealth himself.
one had too many slow fade-outs and fade-
ins between scenes, and the action
developed too slowly; I only kept interested
because I was trying to figure out if it was a
social comedy or a social failure.
In the second act, the scene changes were
quick and smooth, the action picked up, and
there was the least amount of overacting
and panting, or arms folding and unfolding;
and by the end of the act, I wished the play
would draw'?wiftly to.a close.
But'then there was the third act- several
,times I started to clap/thinking (or hoping)
the play was over, but then there was poor
Grandier, being smashed or dragged,
rolling and moaning (he sort of deserved his
rough treatment, though, since he really
belted Robin Rogers to the ground earlier).
.But,,throughout, the characters never
Seemed to get involved with one another;
there were too many, sgpar'ate isceries and
spe^ches^ arid riot,enough, action and in-
teraction *tp keep the audience caring.
'. ' But I did so enjoy watching the lights dim
and brighten, and the costumes (especially
Henri de Coride) were quite nice-except for
the brown leather boots several characters
wore.
My son kept whispering to me that T.S.
Eliot and Arthur Miller had done better jobs
with similar themes; I don't know, but
maybe at those plays you could laugh
(comedy), cry (pathos) or feel intellectually
teased; here, a decandent liberal got his just
reward, and would certainly go to hell,
where he belonged.
Perhaps, as others have told me, I am
intellectually chaste and a cultural virgin;
nonetheless, I know what I like. Last time we
.visited".TRINITY, I much preferred the
members of.'the Portable Circus doing*
"their thing"- they had wit, brevity, and
competence, which this play could have
used.
And furthermore, after seeing these
hateful long-haired boys and girls do all
those disgusting things to each other on
stage, in the open (imagine what must go on
in their rooms), and make fun of religion,
love, and hope, I am certainly taking my son
out of this •institution. \
Hehasbegged to be able to stay, but since
he is on full parental scholarship, we will
have our way:
When he asked, ''Mother please; might I*
stay here at this small liberal arts college in
New England and broaden my horizons and
seek new frontiers?",
I told him to take a flying fuck at the
moon.
True Grit:
Grandier converses with the sewerman (Steve Eoylance)
who dumped dung on his cape. Their discussion is theological.
« Tuesday, March U, 1971
Steve Miller
* Band to Land
Here May 2
by John Mattus
The Steve Miller Band will appear with
the Allman Brothers in a May 2 concert here
sponsored by the Mather Mall Board of
•"•Governors.
The Bushnell Memorial was ruled out as a
possible site for the concert.
Trinity students will be admitted at a
reduced price, according to Andrew Mc-
Cune, '72, MHBOG chairman.
The Steve Miller show will be a
promotional concert put on by Music
Productions, Inc. MFI will receive all
profits from the concert, McCune said.
Steve Miller was one of seven choices in a
MHBOG random survey of 400 students last
month. Frank Zappa led the field, the Byrds
•7 were next and Laura Nyro third.
McCune said Frank Zappa was
unavailable because lie cancelled his East
Coast tour and the Byrds will be in Europe.
Music Productions refused to put on a
"Laura Nyro show because they "weren't
sure of her drawing ability," McCune said.
Steve Miller was considered the best of the
remaining choices, he added. Other groups
in the survey were Judy Collins, the James
Gang, and Derrick and the Dominoes with
Eric Clapton.
The Allman Brothers started as studio
musicians at the Atlantic studio in Muscle
Shoals, Alabama. They have backed up
many artists on records including Aretha
f Franklin. The group is led by Duane AHman
who has also played with Derrick and the
Dominoes. The group has released two
albums, "The Allman Brothers Band" and
"Idlewild South," to rave reviews.
A free concert is tentatively planned for
May !), McCune said. Offers have been made
to Livingstone Taylor with Seals & Crofts
and to Sha-Na-Na, he said.
The concert will be presented in con-
junction with Saint Joseph's, Manchester
Community College, and the Hartford
branch of UConn.
Taylor and Sha-Na-Na were the most
? popular groups among students at each of
these colleges, McCune said.
The MHBOG conducted a survey among
130(1 students here this month and found that
^Sha-Na-Na, Gordon Lightfoot, and
Livingstone Taylor were the top three.
Other MHBOG events scheduled for the










Would you believe that this was the scene of the sock hop last Saturday evening in the Washington Room? Would you believe
Ted Lockwood was Spinning the Discs? Just how gullible are you?
Sheer Entertainment:
Butch Cassidy and the Sicilian Kids
Every once in a while, I like to go to the
movies just for the sake of being en-
tertained. Unfortunately, too many of
today's films attempt subtly to display some
"hidden" meaning to try and force them-
selves into the very discreet number of films
that are true works of symbolic art. But
symbolism and involvement of the viewer
do not by themselves create a masterpiece,
and too often the audience gets a lot of poetic
seasoning but no story-telling meat. Happily
this was not the case last week as an
overrated but still fairly good cowboy film
and a solid cops-and-robbers melodrama
entertained the audiences at Cinestudio.
When I first saw Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid a little over a year ago, I was
disappointed to find what I thought to be a
film undeserving of its recent reputation as
a great film. Built around the appeal of Paul
Newman and Robert Redford, it combined





i by Christopher Sehring
making with a story that today's youth could
follow and even identify with. Upon seeing
Butch Cassidy for the second time, however,
I realized that the film wasn't quite as bad
as I had first thought - though the people
sitting around me kept praising it to heaven.
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is the
comic followup to Sam. Peckinpah's The
Wild Bunch. Both films deal with the end of
an frontier era: with the once idolized
"badrnan" of the West who is ruthlessly
exterminated by the civilization that has at
last caught up with him. Butch and Sun-
dance, two outlaws fleeing from the law, go
to Bolivia, where they rob some banks, work
as payroll guards, and die. The whole
tragedy of the last years of their lives is
summed up' in the'key scene of the film
which involves an old sherriff who is a good
friend of the two bandits. He predicts their
fate: "You are going to die - and die bloody.
The only choiceyou have is where you want
to die."
The film 1 prefer to talk about is the co-
feature with Butch Cassidy, Henri Ver-
neuil's The Sicilian Clan. Alain. Delon plays
a French criminal who, with the aid of a
Sicilian family of gangsters (led by one of
the grand oldJnen of-the French, cinema -
Jean Gabin), escapes from.the police, and
helps the hoodlums to pull a fantastic
jewelry heist. At the end of the film,
however, Delon's affair with one of the
gangster's wives is discovered, and he (and
the woman) are shot to death by Gabin. .
The Sicilian Clan is pure escapism. It
pulls the viewer into the film, runs through
its superbly taut and exciting story, and
returns the viewer to reality at the end of the.
film - breathless, drained, and satisfied.
Henri Verneuil, a former journalist who has
been directing films for the last twenty
years (La Table aux Creves, Public Enemy
Number One, etc.) exhibits his talent and
experience to the highest degree in this film.
I was constantly reminded of the directing
style of William Wellman in The Public
Enemy and especially Raoul Walsh in the
brutal White Heat throughout this film. The
Sicilian Clan is a lot slicker, spiced up with
sex, and taken less seriously than its earlier
American counterparts, but I could easily
have interchanged Alain Delon with Cagney
or Bogart.the police inspector with Barton
Maclane, and Jean Gabin with the late,
great Sidney Greenstreet (who would have
added a little humor to the role).
The camera work in the film, aside from
some occasional mistakes in match cuts and
special effects, was very good. As for the
acting, it is hard to criticize actors who are
speaking in a language different from their
own, but one should not pay attention to such
trivialities and just enjoy the movie for the
story, The Sicilian Claii is a good, exciting
film and those who came to see Butch
Cassidy and saw Clan were probably
pleasantly surprised, and those who came
just for Butch Cassidy, just don't know what
they missed.
















There is a problem in trying to hire Faculty members and administrators on the
basis of consensus. Besides the obvious difficulty of getting a group of people to
agree on a given candidate, a greater roadblock is making sure that the con-
sensus is complete. A problem of false consensus appears to have figured in both
the recent dean appointment, and the near-appointment of a director of urban and
envirnomental studies.
Both controversies are over, and there is no advantage gained by dragging
personalities into the fire. But it seems clear at this point that in the recent ap-
pointment of Mr. Nye, certain Faculty members decided on their own to com-
municate their feelings on Dean candidates directly to the President, and not
through their own appointments and promotions committee which was handling
the screening process. The end results were conflicting. The committee gave four
recommendations to the President listing a special characteristics unique to each
final candidate. The committee rightly or wrongly left it up to the President to
decide which personal characteristic he felt most important. A compilation of
Faculty and Student reactions to each candidate accompanied each of the four
recommendations. These other unsollicited letters, then, sent directly to the
President, clouded the issue. They created-doubt on the committee recom-
mendations, and gave the false appearance of a campus consensus for Mr. Nye.
There was a conscious and deliberate by-passing of established procedures by
those Faculty members. It will be argued by the President that student s could
have written directly, too. But who is so naive to think that individual student
letters can hold weight against a tenured Faculty opinion. Furthermore, how
many students knew that they could do that, or would even consider by-passing a
committee on which they were represented. The whole incident undermines any
student participation in governance, and Mr. Lockwood must take steps quickly
to reaffirm the place of students in selecting Faculty and administrators.
The problem of false consensus again arose in Mr. Nye's recommendation of a
candidate for the post of director of urban and environmental studies. From what
it appears now, the committee on urban and environmental studies felt that the
candidate in question was the best available at that time, but that they did not
really see him fit for the job. The Dean and the committee chairman decided that
there was a consensus for the man nonetheless, and submitted his name to the
appointments and promotions committee for approval. It took a letter from six of
the eight Faculty members of the urban committee to stop the appointment.
Again it may be argued that those who were supposed to be interviewing and
discussing candidates were somewhat delinquint in fulfilling their respon-
sibilities. The Dean will also argue that the committee is only advisory, and that
the final decision is his. But if the Dean consistently rejects the advise of his
advisors, and if he is delinquint in not making sure the advise is complete, then
there is neither need for the committee or for the Dean.
When the Dean or President appoints an advisory committee, they should be
prepared to take the advise of that body. They should not be misguided by outside,
self-appointed councillors; if they doubt the validity of a consensus, they should
withoid decisions until the question can be more thoroughly investigated.
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""». nan, innny college, Hartford, Connec
Telephones: 244-IBJf or 527-3153, ext. 252
Letters to the editor
'directions'
To the Editor:
I was wondering if it could be suggested to
the Cinestudio management to place signs in
conspicuous places around the campus
driveways and walkways directing people
from the community to the proper place. It
seems only courteous, as popular as they
are, to inform their audiences of their
location on campus. It gets quite frustrating
and often exasperating to have to direct the
hordes of people who mistake the Austin
Arts Center for a cinema "up the stairs by
the Library, to the left, and the entrance is
under the colored lights" at 15-second in-
tervals for one-half hour before cartoon and
preview time. Signs along the roads and in
parking lots are much simpler, and I'm sure
that if they can afford to have free-showings







I have been a Big Brother to a young black
boy in Hartford for the past year and a half,
and I am just realizing that things aren't the
way they ought to be. First of all, I think that
it should be made clear that in this year and
a half I have seen quite a bit of my young
friend and our relationship has become
rather meaningful, at least to me. «,
Yet, the fact still remains that when we
walk out of his house to get into the car and
one of his black friends sees us, my Little
Brother is ashamed of me. When the two of
us walk side by side in downtown Hartford
people turn around and look at us; what else
would I be doing with a young black kid but
trying to help him out. The fact still remains
that he feels uncomfortable when we're with
all white people, and I, contrary to what I
would like to believe, feel uncomfortable
when we're with all black people.
I look at white Trinity students walking
around campus with your black people.
They stand about twice as high as the kid,
their heads held up quite firmly. The con-
trast of colors makes the couple stand out
even moreso. You think it'sglorious to work
with a black kid? Well, it's not so glorious
for the kid.
Of course, I've helped my young friend.
We've done lots of good things; he has no
father. Things would have been just a bit
more relaxed if he had a black Big Brother
and I a white Little Brother.
Jay Fagan
Student Government
No matter how one approaches the
matter, he must concede that student
opinion has not reached the ears ~ or, more
importantly, the guts - of the ad-
ministration. To remedy this situation, a
group of students called for a constitutional
convention which would form a new student
government. ; • . , .
In one of his more eloquent editorials,
Steven Pearlstein, editor of the Tripod and
one of the signers of the call,' claimed
student government would be an important
step in the direction of collegiality - a
system under which the policies of the
College would require consultation and
approval of faculty, students, and ad-
ministrators.
Pearlstein argued "Events over the past
few months have indicated that some
system of organizing and expressing a
unified student opinion is necessary."
Among the events to which he pointed were
the appointment of the new dean of the
faculty without consultation of students, and
the new academic calendar proposed by
Dean Nye.
Unfortunately, student government is just
one more middleman between the students
and where the power genuinely resides: the
administration. To play the game of student
government is like playing the game
"Telephone." By the time the message
reaches the decision-makers, the message
has been perverted beyond recognition.
Only if the administration and faculty
were quite willing to donate power to the
students would the power reside in the
student government. Pearlstein is correct
when he states students will have to exercise
an informal veto power over the decisions of
the other constituencies before'they will be
invited into a collegial system.
What Pearlstein ignores, however, is the
fact that students always have such a veto
pdwer. They can petition, they can organize
strikes or boycotts -- in short, everything
that a student government could possibly
• Indeed, the argument that a government
would be more efficient about all this is
faulty. No matter how imaginative or
pervasive the government which is
established, it ultimately must return to its
constituency - the students - to derive its
power. If they petition the administration
they would still have to consult the student
body; if they call for a strike, they would
still be dependent upon students not at-
tending classes.
Besides, by having to decide on ap-
propriate action, the government - with its
debates, its indecisiveness, its procedural
difficulties - will merely delay badly-
needed student involvement. And no one has
to tell students that government of any kind
necessarily denies certain aspects of its
constituency access of its processes. Certain
• by Matthew Moloshok •
groups will find their requests opposed,,
overturned by a consistent majority -
regardless of the virtues of their position.
That is, anytime there is a call for a
unified student opinion, only one opinion can
emerge, to the exclusion of all other ideas.
Of course, the idea behind student
government is to avoid all these pitfalls.
Thus, it might be argued that the govern- "
ment exists precisely so students will not
have to petition or strike or boycott or
whatever. Instead, a highly efficient -
perhaps even, trained - group of students
will undertake these burdens for the others.
On the other hand, what happens when a
government is challenged? If the govern-
ment was dissatisfied with the appointment
of you-know-who as dean of the faculty
without its being consulted, it could not
simply stand by and stare. It would have to
mobilize the student body into some sort of
action. Since students have not done so,
without the government, there is no reason
to believe they would follow the lead of the
government in asking them to.
Perhaps this would be clearest in the case
of the proposed - and now, withdrawn -
academic calendar. All that the student
government could possibly do is call the
administration nasty names until they had
shown strength of student opposition by
collecting signatures on a petition. Of
course, this petition was begun by some
"private" students and was rather suc-
cessful.
The petitioners collected more than 850
students out of a student body of 1500. Ac-
cording to the call for a new student
government, only 400 students need vote for
holding a constitutional convention in order
for the convention to proceed. Thus, the
government is prepared to create itself
without the consent of even a majority of the
students. Given the fact that large numbers
of students who originally supported the
idea for a student government in the ab-
stract may be disgruntled with such a final
product as emerges, the government might
come into existence as a joke perpetrated by
maybe one fourth of the student body.
What would be the consequences of that?
Each time the government spoke, it would
have to - as did the Senate, last year -
defend its own legitimacy to the students
who it claims to speak for. In the meantime,
the administration would be free to seize
upon the fragmentairness of the govern-
ment to use it as it will. When it does not
react to administrative decisions, the ad-
ministration can claim that the official organ
of student opinion has given its support to its
policies. When the government dissents
from the administration's position, it can be
claimed that the government really
represents no one.
One can only be skeptical of a government
(Continuedon P. "i
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Trinity A&M
by John Tyler
About one third of the young men
examined for military service are found to
be medically unfit and are placed in class I-
Y or IV-F. Class IV-F is for young men who
are unfit for military service at any time.
Young men with less severe defects are
placed in class I-Y and will be available for
service should Congress declare war or a
national emergency.
A local board, with the help of its medical
advisor, has the authority to disqualify
registrants with obvious defects. However,
the vast majority of rejections take place at
the preinduction physical examination or
the physical inspection {given on induction
day). Both of these examinations are cur-
sory and defects are often overlooked.
Consequently, both the draft laws and Army
regulations request examinees to submit
evidence of disqualifying defects.
Family doctors often ask if their
documentation should take any special
form. The general rule is that the doctor
should describe the defect in language
which is as close as possible to that used in
the oficial list of disqualifying defects. The
letter should describe relevant medical
history and make a positive diagnosis.
Finally, if possible, the doctor should clearly
state that the vigors of military life will
endanger the health of the registrant.
One copy of the documentation should be
retained for the registrant's own file and the
original should lie brought to the physical
examination station. In addition, be sure to
send a copy of the documentation to your
local board with a letter requesting the I-Y
or IV-F deferment.
A recent court case emphasizes the im-
portance of sending a copy of the
documentation to the local board. A
registrant named Ford had been found fit at
a preinduction examination. He then sent
two letters to his board - one from his
family doctor and the other from a
psychiatrist. They indicated that Ford was
"deeply disturbed, with neurotic depression
and anxiety, and was a chronic user of drugs
Cniarijuana.l, that induction might have
'severely destructive results,1 and that
further psychotherapy was being
arranged."
The clerk at the registrant's local board
merely forwarded the letters to the physical
examination station. The station conducted
a psychiatricl interview and found the
registrant fit and he: was ordered for in-
duction. At no time did the registrant's local
board consider the merits of the doctors'
letters.
The registrant refused induction, was
convicted, and appealed to the Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit, which has
jurisdiction over Massachusetts, Maine,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Puerto
Kico. The Court reversed the registrant's
conviction.
The Court based its decision upon a recent
decision by the Supreme Court, Mulloy v.
United staU's. That case held thai: "Where
a registrant makes nonfrivolous allegations
of facts that have not been previously
nmsidiTcd bv his board and that, if true,
would be sufficient under the draft laws
to warrant granting the requested
classification, the board must reopen the
registrant's classification unless the truth of
these new allegations is conclusively refuted
by other reliable information in the
registrant's file." When a board reopens a
classification, it must consider the new
evidence and classify the registrant anew.
The registrant will then be sent a new Notice
of Classification. He may then request a
personal appearance and an appeal.
In Ford's case, the allegations in the
doctors' letters were clearly not frivolous
The information was new to the board.
There was no evidence in the file to refute
the claim and, under the list of disqualifying
defects, the letters, if true, would warrant a
I-Y or IV-F classification. The Court,
therefore, found that the board had acted
illegally when it failed to consider the
doctors' letters and reopen Ford's
classification. Ford's induction order was,
therefore, illegal and he could not be con-
victed of refusing to obey an illegal order.
This decision is extraordinary because the
common practice of local boards has been to
send medical evidence to the examining
station without evaluating it themselves.
They may very well follow such a procedure
in your case. Such a practice is, at least in
the First Circuit, illegal. If your board
follows the practice in your case, you should
consider consulting an attorney.
The First Circuit's decision may set a
guiding precedent that other circuit courts
will follow. Then all registrants will have a
valuable weapon to use against local boards
which develop their own expedient methods
of avoiding the law.
We welcome your questions and com-
ments. Please send them to "Mastering the
Draft," Suite 1202, 60 East 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017.
City Scope
Perhaps one of the most interesting
proposals currently being discussed con-
cerning next year's budget is the funding of
the College's first Department of
Agricultural Science. Part of the budget of"
the new department will be financed by the
College; other supplementary funds have
been raised among friends and adlumni.
One of the principle donors was the Homer
C. Hatfield Foundation for Public Giving.
Mr. Hatfield, a member of the class of '05,
first came to Trinity on scholarship, but
then went on to make it big in the
strawberry business in southern Delaware.
Mr. Hatfield's gift will help to make the
establishment of an Agriculture School, long
a dream of the College, become a reality.
The opening of the new department will be
in keeping with the present policy of
diversifying the curriculum by weakening
the course offerings of already established
majors.
Proponents of the Department of
Agricultural Science predict that it will be
very popular among the students. They
point to the growing antipathy of the young
for the technological benefits of our in-
dustrial society. Proximity with the soil will
help to breed a sense of familiarity with
their heritage; it will bring them closer to
the roots of their existence. In their own
inimitable way, Trinity's students have
already begun to express their desire for a
"return to nature." The current vogue for
natural foods and handcrafts reflects this
love of a simpler life. This even can be seen
in the way students dress; Indian head
bands, patched denim overalls and granny
dresses all have a metaphysical
significance. As a concession to this trend
next year's pseudo-Homecoming Queen will
be re-named Miss Conestoga. Several coeds
Teenage Gangs
On Tuesday afternoon, March 9, a 14-year-
old boy shot and killed his 13-year-old girl
friend on Blue Hills Avenue. He told police
that he found the gun under his father's
mattress. Witnesses said that he had ap-
peared earlier that day outside Rawson
School, where his girl friend was a student.
Showing off the pistol, he allegedly fired a
shot into a snowbank to prove that it was
loaded, The boy told police that he had
removed the ammunition clip from the gun
and did not know that a bullet remained in
the chamber. He claimed that he pointed the
gun at his girlfriend to scare her. Someone
brushed up against his arm and it went off.
On Wednesday evening, March 10, one 15-
year-old boy, shot a 16-year-old friend,
outside the Northwest Boys' Club. The
papers reported that police went to in-
vestigate reports of a gang of boys smashing
windows at Twain School. The gang sup-
posedly moved on to the Boys' Club, where
the police officer caught one. As the 16-year-
old was led to the cruiser, he was shot in the
head by the 15-year-old. The police officer
whirled and shot the younger boy in the foot.
Other sources, however, reported that the
police officer was breaking up a fight bet-
ween the two boys. As he led the 16-year-old
away, the younger lad supposedly managed
to kill the older one. In any case, the 15-year-
old had been referred to juvenile authorities
15 times in his short life, and yet remained
on the streets.
The two shootings brought a variety of
responses from different sectors of the
community. Some called for a toughening of
the juvenile court penalties, some for
legislation banning hand guns. It was
pointed out, however, that teenage gangs
have been sprouting in Hartford since
(Continued on P. 7)
have already been noticed vying for the
title.
There are several financially attractive
aspects to a Department of Agricultural
Science. Several members of the Ad-
ministration have already been sent to
Washington to inquire if the College would
qualify for retroactive benefits under the
Land Grant Colleges Act of 1867. At any
rate, the presence of a strong vocationally
oriented major would be an attractive
selling point, when state institutions con-
sider buying Trinity after the College's
projected bankruptcy in 1975. Not the least,
of the financial benefits of an Ag School
would be the extra-income provided by the
sale of crops grown here on campus. Under
this plan, the present soccer field would be
given over to the raising of corn and
asparagus. (Ag students would be required
to spend several hours in the field as a lab
requirement for their courses.) Members of
the History Department will consult with the
agronomists, helping them to establish a
set-up similar to the medieval open field
system. Under this sytem, each student will
have several plots OTI various parts of the
campus. This will leave room for individual
initiative but also provide a sort of "rough
democracy" by the equal distribution of
resources. The Office of Financial Aid has
also announced that share-cropping will be
an acceptable substitute for bursary em-
ployment. The Life Science Center Quad,
renamed O. B. Baker Field, will be con-
verted to the cultivation of marijuana, thus
relieving Trinity students of the risk and
inconvenience of growing grass in their
rooms.
The Trinity Ag major will be sup-
plemented by several interdisciplinary
course offerings. The Music Department
has graciously consented to teach a course
in square-dancing. The English Department
is considering adding a senior seminar on
the works of that distinguished American
cuthoress, Willa Cather, The Biology
Department will offer several how-to-do-it
courses in animal husbandry. The Religion
Department is planning a colloquium on
"Man and the Soil, God and Existence."
The proposed School of Agriculture has
been well-received in all segments of the
campus community. Andy MeKune,
member of the Mather Hall Board of
Governors, is reported to be already
planning the College's first hoe-down for
Spring Weekend. Mr. Green Jeans, a former
editor of the Tripod, has also condescended
to praise the new department. The office of
the Assistant Dean of Human Relations has
also issued a statement saying that it hoped
that the establishment of a Department of
Agricultural Science would help to "bring us
together." Students toiling side-by-side in
the fields, working by the sweat of their
brow, will gain an increased awareness of
each other's humanity and individual worth.
A prominent area alumnus has offered the
College the use of his private plane, now
kept at Brainard Field, as a crop duster.
WHAT M Tf¥
TRINITY TRIPOD
Tuesday, March 16, 1971
Garofolo Plans New Parking Lots
by Elly Huber
Campus Security Director Alfred
Garofolo is working on a proposal designed
to increase parking space, revise violation
penalties, and restrict freshman and
sophomore cars to the lot on Broad and
Vernon streets.
In order to remedy a shortage of 65
parking spaces, Garofolo has proposed:
•enlarging the New Britian parking lot by
100 spaces and add an entrance and exit on
Summit Street
"adding a 35 to 40 space lot just south of
the Trowbridge Memorial pool (part of the
Ferris Athletic Center)
•increasing the registration fee to 20
dollars in order to pay for the new lots
"restricting freshman and sophomore
cars to the presently unused lot on Broad
and Vernon Streets
•requiring payment of parking violation
fines within ten days.
In a TRIPOD interview last week
Garafolo said there are 673 registered
student cars for 408 spaces and 327 faculty
cars for 298 faculty spaces.
Both the New Britian lot and the Broad
and Vernon Street lot are not used to
capacity now because the entrances are not
easily accessible and they are not con-
veniently located, Garofolo said.
Botli new lots will be located in the
southern part of the campus area, because
this is where the "need is greatest," said
Garofolo. Events held in Ferris Athletic
Center, Austin Arts Center, Cine Studio and
a greater use of the library by non residents,
require increased parking facilities in this
area, Garofolo said.
He said that the parking provisions for
special events at Trinity were inadequate
and often led to "dangerous conditions."
Past events such as the Buffy St. Marie
concert have resulted in such crowded
parking conditions that safety vehicles such
as-ambulances and fire engines would have
been' unable to get through, he said.
Garofolo also said that the total number of
parking violations has gone from 906 in 1967-
68 to an estimated 2500 for the 70-71
academic year,
A requirement for cash payment of
parking fines within ten days would replace
the present system whereby fines are
deducted from the student's general fee.
Garofolo proposed that charges would be
brought under the adjudicative system
against those who did not pay their fines
within ten days.
Although the college has recognized the
Restricted
Campus Security Director Alfred Garofolo has proposed that Freshmen and
Sophomores be restricted to parking in the lot on Broad and Vernon Streets shown above.
The lot is presently unused he said. Other proposals include new parking lots, a revised
penally system, and an increased registration fee.
need for an improved parking situation in
the past, "no one has been able to get
together" on a feasible solution, he stated.
Garofolo hopes to alleviate this problem by
using the proposed twenty dollar
registration fee to pay for the estimated
$15,000 New Britian lot.
Garofolo's present proposal is a result of
many past ad hoc committee proposals and
recommendations and criticisms voiced by
students and faculty, he said. Many alter-
native solutions to the parking problem have
been proposed in recent years, but have
been declared "undesirable or unfeasable"
by committees appointed to investigate
them, Garofolo said. A proposal for a double
decker parking garage was turned down
both on account of cost and because "it
would permanently tie up the land," said
Garofolo. Making Boardman Circle into a
parking lot was also considered




The College will continue operating the
Office of Community Affairs next year after
its grant from the Hartford Foundation for
Public Giving runs out.
The money will come from the operating
budget of the College according to -Ivan
Backer, Special Assistant for Community
Affairs. The Office has been financed during
the first two years of its operation by a
$52,000 grant from the philanthropic foun-
dation, Backer said. According to Backer,
who runs the Office, the College has not yet
decided on the amount of money it will
budget for the Office's operations. The
College is still looking for individuals or
organizations who would donate money for
the office's operation, Backer noted.
"I think it show the College has a real
commitment to the community," Backer
commented. "I hope the office is left as free
as it was to experiment with its programs,"
he added. ,
TUESDAY, March 16 .
3:30 p.m. - Alliance Francaise of Hartford
-Lecture by MadameLeonie Bruel, French
Novelist and Literary Critic - Wean Lounge
8:00 p,m. - Film: "Woodstock". -
Cinestudio. •
a-.OO p.m. - Talk on the Draft by Dr. Henry
M. Holzer - Washington Rm.
10:30 p.m. -. Compline - Chapel. -
WEDNESDAY, March 17
9:00a.m.-4:00p,m.-U.S. Navy Recruiting
- T V Lounge, MCC.
Noon - The Eucharist - Chapel.
Noon - Human Relations Committee -
Alumni. Lounge. • , •
4:00 p.m. - Political Forum - Lecture by
Donald Ross Conn. Earth Action Group -
People's Protection - Washington Rm.
8:00 p.m. - Film (as Tuesday).
8:15 p.m.- Non-Western Studies - Lecture
by The Honorable Fayez Sayegh, Minister
Plenipotentiary Arab Observer at U.N. -
"Prospects of Peace in the Middle East" -
McCook Auditorium.
THURSDAY, March 18
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. - U.S. Navy (as
Wednesday) .
3:30 p.m. - Ecology Planning Committee -
Senate Rm.
7:45 p.m. - The Annual Mead Lecture in
Economics on Public Policy in Housing and
Community Development by Prof. Jerome
Rothenberg, M I T - McCook Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. - Film (as Tuesday)
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Presentation
"The Devils" ^Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist-Chapel.
FRIDAY, March 19. ^
5:00 p.m. - Sabbat Services and Kiddish
sponsored by Hillel - Goodwin Lounge.
5:00, 8:00, and 11:30 p.m. - Film (as
Tuesday) - Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts (as Thursday)
A.A.C.
SATURDAY, March 20
5:00 & 8:00 p.m. - Film (as Tuesday) -
Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts (as Thursday) -
A.A.C.
SUNDAY, March 21
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist, Chapel
Singers, Sermon' - Chapel.
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass -
Alumni Lounge.
7 p.m. - Folk Dance Group - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Professional Tennis - spon-
sored by Trinity Club of Hartford
Scholarship Fund. Contestants: Clifford
Richey, Clark Graebner, Loyo Mayo and
Mike Belkin -. Ferris Center. General Ad-
mission: $5.00 Students: $2.50.
7:30and9:30p.m.-Films: "KES"; "Give
Her The Moon" - Cinestudio.
MONDAY, March 22
9:004:00 p.m. - Peace Corps - T V Lounge
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Films (as Sunday)
Cinestudio.
Book Collectors
Undergraduate students are invited to submit entries to the Jerome P Webster Book
Collector s contest. Entries are due on or before Friday, April 16 in the library Three
cash Prizes of $50 $100, and $150 will be awarded by the Library Associates and faculty




Salisch, the college is still paying off debts
from the renovations of the bathrooms in
Jarvis and the remodelling of Allen East
and West. Building debts must still be paid
for High Rise, North Campus, and South
Campus, and the mortgage on the New
Britain Avenue apartments must be paid.
Pedemonli explained that most of these
loans are from the federal government.
Allen East and West and Jarvis
renovations last year, totalling $175,000,
must be paid off within four years. It was
funded by a form of internal borrowing,
Pedemonti said.
South Campus, according to Pedemonti,
will not be paid off until the year 2000.
The High Rise was built on funds
borrowed from the endowment, for a term of
33 years. Donors of large sums are being
sought out by the development office to help
pay off these debts.
Salisch and The Buildings and Grounds
Department disagree on which dormitory
needs renovations the most, The Com-
munity Life Office lists has Jones Hall,
Vernon Heights, and Jarvis, in that order, as
its first three priorities. Buildings and
Grounds has Jarvis first, followed by the
other two.
Salisch says his main concern is the
quality of residential life. He feels Jones'
acoustics and floor arrangement make
living and studying nearly impossible.
Salisch wants new ceilings and rugs for the
1930 structure,
Reil Crandall, director of buildings and
grounds, said that the Jarvis radiators are
leaking badly, that they are causing other
damage, and that delay will cause further
structural problems.
It is up to Smith to decide which building
will be renovated this summer. About
$86,000 is available. Renovations for either
Jones or Jarvis can be funded this year.
The dormitories are built and maintained
solely on room rents. The dormitory
operation is supposed to be financially self-
sufficient. No money for dormitories comes
operating budget,
Salisch said the financial bind with the
dormitories has been caused by rents in the
past that were too low, and because many of
the older buildings are expensive to
maintain on a day to day basis. "We're in a
fiscal nightmare," exclaimed the dean.
Salisch predicted that if enrollment goes
up, the College will have to take over some
of the New Britain apartments now leased to
Faculty Members.
Salisch said that the College is in an un-
fortunate position because there are not a lot
of available apartments in the area, and
unlike other colleges, Trinity's residential
population rose from 83% to 86% of the
enrolled undergraduates last year.
CLEAN-UP SALE

























Our Regular High Quality, Professional
Cleaning and Finishing Service. Complete
Laundry and Shirt Service Available at Same
Location.




COIN LAUNDRY & COIN DRY CLEANING
7:00 a.m. till n-oo p.m. SEVEN DAYS
NESCO





sometime last year, and that gun laws and
harsh punitive measures would do little or
nothing to .stop the overt trouble, let alone
solve the basic problem. The "problem"
involves bad schools and little to do after
school, as well as a society which condones
racism, violence and hate.
Slate Senator Wither (.;. Smith and State
Representative Howard Klebanoff are
meeting with .School Superintendent Medill
Hair to discuss the matter, but the present
school board and administration aren't
likely to make any of the radical changes
necessary in the educational system.
Meanwhile, elsewhere in Hartford, the
Oakland Civic Patrol returned to the streets
after a month of inactivity. The OCF is a
group of civilian black men who patrol the
Oakland area nightly. Unarmed, the OOP
acts as a deterrent to street crime by its
presence alone in many eases. A mistake in
the written program left the group unsure of
finances, but they now have enough to
operate through June, when more funding is
expected from the federal Safe Streets Act.
The ()(..'!' works directly with the police
department and is an offshoot of the
Oakland Civic' Association.
Semesters . . .
(from P. 1)
"Academies were dull for me before my
Open Semester; now they are exciting,"
said Davidson.
In his Report on the Open Semester
Program in June, 1970, Robbins Winslow,
Dean for Kducationa'l Services and coor-
dinator for the Open Semester said, "It can
Iti' slated emphatically that the Open
Semester has been thoughtfully used and
has met, tho needs for personal and
academic growth of the relatively small









certain department, he would have to offer
something to that department as well as the
program.
Several Faculty committee members
have different views than McKee on both
these subjects. As to the role of advisors
only, one member said that he understood
the committee's advisory status to mean
that the committee's advice would be taken.
He saw a fundamental relationship between
the development of the program, which the
committee has been dealing with all along,
and the selection of a director. He
questioned whether the decision should be
made by the Dean.
McKee admitted that there was a definite
misunderstanding on the role of the com-
Government
(from P. 4)
that is prepared to create itself despite the
possible non-involvement of 66% of the
students -- 1000 out of 1500.
In addition, one can only be skeptical of
the callers themselves. Each is a member of
a faculty committee or the T.C.C. or the
Tripod. Leaving aside.the grumblings about
the Tripod, which never called itself
representative of student sentiments, each
of the others was elected to his position. But
who voted for them? There is no need to
remind ourselves how small the vote was
that put them into office. Also, how satisfied
are we with the representation we have been
receiving? It follows logically that this new
proposal is just as lackluster as any of the
others that have confronted students in the
past.
The point is, if students are strong enough
to create and sustain a powerful govern-
ment, they do not need a government at all.
This is not a vast, sprawling metropolis or
national ,'sta'le." The College,' includirig
everyone who has any association with it,
totals less than 2000 people. Of course, if this
was an unwieldy and uninformed
population, an enlightened and efficient
government would be desirable, if not
necessary.








ran third in the hurdles (6.2 seconds); Ralph
Morini, who placed fourth in the shot, put
(•n'Ui11); Bob Ilaff, who came: in fifth in the
mile (4:'Mi;f-)"; Ed Raws, who gained a fifth
in the shot put U()7"); and the mile relay
team of Mike Geiser, Bob Haff, Chris
Curwcii and John Durland which placed
second with a time of'3:311.5,-•
••That wns one of the besl indoor per-
formances we've ever had,", said coach
Buran "We also learned a lot about the
team which will help us as.we prepare for
the upcoming spring season." Coach Buran
felt that the team was pretty advanced tor
this point in the season. In particular, Buran
was pleased with the performances of Ray
Perkins, who has been running for only a
short, time, Tom Bucheneau, the teams
leading scorer, and John Durland, "who ran
in three tough races."
Are you having trouble finding a
summer job? Many students have
found that EUROJOB has the an*
swer This program ;offers a widd
choice of jobs in over ten European
countries. No foreign language is
required for many of these jobs.
EUROJOB also handles all
arrangements for a work permit,
accommodations -and tran-
sportation, and provides a four day
orientation program abroad.
Students interested m this
program are invited to contact the
campus representative, Patty
CarS. 525-793! or write to




mittee. He said however that the Dean had
made it clear when he changed the name of
the group this fall to the U & E Advisory
Committee. "I thought that was only a
formality," commented Bradley W. Perry,
assistant professor of physics. "I guess I
was wrong."
Martin G. Decker, associate professor of
education, argued that there was too much
concern on the part of the Dean with getting
someone proficient in political science or
economics. Nye, according to McKee,
stipulated late last year that the director
would have to be appointed in one of these
two departments. "Our whole orientation
has been diverted to political science and
economics, and this to me doesn't produce a
good urban studies man, or a good
program," commented Decker. Decker is
also upset that Nye, Hendel, and Robert A.
Battis, professor of economics, are the three
persons now conducting the search for the
director. "I would like to see more than
these two departments involved."
Everyone admits that at the heart of the
entire problem is faulty communications,
between the committee members and the
chairman, and between the committee and
the Dean. McKee said that there was always
problems with Faculty and students not
attending meetings during the search, and
with the informality with which much of the
discussion went on. From what he says as
against what the committee members say,
it appears that McKee thought he had more
of a consensus than he actually had.
"It 's unfortunately been an era-
barrasment to the chairman and the Dean,"
commented W. Miller Brown, assistant
professor of philosophy and member of the
committee. He admits that he's not too sure
how it all happened.
Decker and Perry ai;e a little more sure.
"All the major decisions'have been made by
the Dean and the chairman 'without
seriously consulting the committee,"
complained Decker. He said the Faculty
members are partly to blame because they
"did not scream bloody murder six months
ago." "Nye and McKee are good
nianeuverefs," he continued. ."There was
not much discussion on the guy," argued ..
Perry, who reported that on the Tuesday '
before the recommendation was sent, the
committee was virtually informed that he
would be recommended. "There was a
feeling that we were not going to put the guy
on the spot then and there," he said, and
added that maybe they should have.
The role students played in all of this is
unclear. The student membership of the
committee, numbering seven at*,.the. time;
was inconsistent. "Students wereiitiylted to
everything that we did," assured McKee. He
said they had not been attending regularly,
and that there was no student consensus,
one.way of the other, on the final candidate. .
McKee says that students not on the com-
mittee were asked to talk to the candidate,
and that some had conveyed their im-
pressions informally to him,after the in-
terviews. ' •••'•••••_
' "The reason students weren't involved is
the same reason the Faculty members
weren't: we didn't press it," admitted
Perry. Perry also was unhappy that the
committee had not used, the Urban Studies
101, 102 classes more often in the in-
terviewing process.
Just last month, the classes elected four of
their members to sit on the advisory com-
m'ttee, but this was not done in time.to
consider the candidate in question.
Hendel reports that the renewed efforts to
recruit candidates for director is going well.
Several "more'persons have applied,'.and'
interviews . will, begin next/week. He" is
hopeful that someone will be "selected by
July l. The advisory cominittee'sfuturerole
in, selecting the, director,, however, is, now
more .clouded than ever. The committee
' meets today in an effort to heal',.their
wounds. ' . ,. ........
Sociology
The Sociology Department will present
two lectures next week. Ted K. Brad-
shaw, from the University of California,
will speak on "College Student Sub-
cultures" Tuesday, March 16 at 4 p.m. in
the Life Sciences Auditorium. Phillip H.
Ennis, of Wesleyan University will
discuss "Ecstasy and Everyday Life"
Wednesday, March 17 at 3 p.m. in the
Life Sciences Auditorium.
Curriculum
The Curriculum Committee is in-
terested in hearing student's questions
and comments on the curriculum as it is
now set up. Any student may submit a list
of question about the curriculum to the
Dean of Educational Services, in
Williams Memorial.
Refunds
Students who have not received their
Jefferson Airplane ticket refund may









Dr. Fayez A. Sayegh", Minister
Plenipotentiary, permanent observer of
the League of Arab States at the United
Nations, will deliver a lecture on the
"Prospects of Peace in the Middle East"
Wednesday, March 17 at il p.m. in Mc-
Cook Auditorium. The lecture is being
sponsored by the Non- Western.Studies.
Program'.1
Mead
Dr.. Jerome Rothenberg, professor of
economics at'M-.I.T. will deliver the
annual Mead lecture in Economics,-
Thursday, March 18. Dr. Rothenberg will
speak on "Public Policy in Housing and
Community Development" at 7:45 p.m.
in McCook Auditorium.
Washington
Washington Semester or 'Urban
Semester program; Individual projects
in government work in Washington, D.C.
in conjunction with American University
for Christmas Term, 1971-2. Financial
aid is available. Interested students
should see Dean Robbins Winslow in the
Office of Educational Services by March
' ' '
Phi I Si pines
Exchange, program with Trinity
College, in the Ph'illipines, for semester
running July to November 1971. See Dean
Hobbins. Winslow. in the .Office .of
Educational Services by March.26. ,.', .
,. "Nader's. Raider" Donald K.';Koss will
speak1'' Wednesday 4 p.m". in the
Washington Room. Ross is from. Nader's
Earth Action Group which hopes' to
establish environmental and' public
protection offices in Connecticut. ;'
iiJMii ' ; . . • : ' • . • • . •
•Arf"S QME Of Thil LARGEST BICYCLE SHOPS IN NEVf-ENGt.AND
| § L _ THIS is A BICYELE SHOP EXCLUSIVELY
Jp
9VE"t JOO 8IKES ON DISPUY
IN THt CENTER OF TOWN - 5
3-5.10-15 SPEEDS * N ' ^ 1 * ^ ^ * CENTALS
TRICYCLES (Trades Accepted)
UNICYCiES
EXERCYCIES FflCf SSKVIC* 0 N WHAT WE SELL
HI-RJZERS (We Specialize In All T/ptt tt Repairing)
Full Liiie of Touring i
S^NCCA ROAD
Rocing Squipmenl & Appoiul
242-9884
BLOOMflELO
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M'dorff, Daley Named Cat Captains
Fencers Third in Tourney
Paced by Phil Daley, who copped third
place in Epee, the Trinity Fencing Team
placed third in the New England In-
tercollegiate Fencing Tournament held
March 6th at the Ferris Athletic Center.
This was the second time in the last 5 years
the tourney was held at Trinity, and the
Swordsmen kept alive a string that includes
a first in 67, and second place finishes in 68
and 69.
Phil Daley took third place in the in-
dividual competition for the epee. He had a
record of 9-4 for the meet. Paul Meyendorff
also was 9-4 in the foil competition. He and
Daley were elected Co-Captains of next
year's squad.
First place in the tourney was taken by the
heavily touted MIT squad. They were the
defending champs. Brandeis took a second
with 41 points. Trinity trailed only by 3 as
they came in third.
Marshall Garrison organized and directed
large parts of the tourney as well as com-
peting in Sabre. His fencing was not at its
usual excellent level, as he finished 3-5, but
the hassels of directing a tournament no
doubt took their mark.
Besides the Bantams, other teams
R unners Shine
At Antherst Meet
. If Saturday's performance was any in-
dication of things to come, Trinity's spring
track opponents had best beware. Last
weekend the Bantams participated in the
Amherst Relays at Amherst College and
according to coach Dave Buran," gave a
good overall performance."
No final team standings were given, but
the Bantams amassed a total of 42 points.
Leading scorer for the team was T«im
Bucheneau who personally acquired 10
points. Bucheneau finished first in the high
jump (21*4-1/2") and second in the high
hurdles with a time of 6.1 seconds. Following
Bucheneau in the scoring column was Gary
Czajkowski who gained nine points with a
first in the triple jump (42'3") and a third in
the high jump (5'8"). ,
Other scorers in the meet for Trinity were
John Durland, with a third 1,000 yard run
(2:25.8) and a fourth in the mile (4:33.4);
Ray Perkins, who had a second in the long
jump (20'4"); Jon Naab, who came in third
in the shot put (45'7"); Andy Taussig, who
(Continued on P. 7)
competing were MIT, Brandeis, Dartmouth,
Harvard, Holy Cross, Norwhich, Southern
Mass. U, and WPI. MIT took a first and
second in the individual competitions, with
Harvard and Norwich taking a first apiece.
Individually, the Bantams had fine per-
formances from the entire squad. Bruce
Me Williams was 6-7 in the foil, and Stephen
Fischer had an 8-5 mark in epee. Paul Cullen
was 5-8 in Sabre.
(Individual results: Foil, Paul Meyen-
dorff 9-4; BruceMcWilliams, 6-7; Epee, Phil
Daley 9-4, Third Place Individually;
Stephen Fischer, 8-5; Sabre, Paul Cullen 5-
8; Marshall Garrison, 3-5.)
Varsity-J.V. Plan Adopted;
Rowers Shall Be Affected
by Whitney Cook
Coach Norman Graf proposed, and the
Athletic Advisory Council approved, a
proposal that could have far-reaching effect
if the present system of Varsity and Fresh-
man levels is changed to a Varsity and Sub-
Varsity system. Presently, Graf's proposal,
which was designed specifically for crew
effects only that sport.
Trinity, like many colleges of similar size,
is faced with the problem of simply not
enough participants in many sports to field
both Varsitv and Freshman teams.
Weslayari, for instance, had only 19 players ..••/
on their Freshman football squad which *
forced cancellation of their schedule.
Trinity's baseball squad, which is
travelling to the Washington area for
several games during vacation, has been
forced to take two frosh pitchers with them
in order to have enough men to form a
rotation.
E.C.A.C. legislation now allows Trinity to
use frosh on Varsity squads in all sports I
except football, basketball and hockey. Karl „•,'
Kurtli, director of athletics, says t h a t '
Trinity will maintain the present Varsity-
Freshman level in all sports as long as
feasible. (Already track has combined the
two levels into a single varsity squad.)
Crew is the only sport at Trinity that has "
more than the two levels. Trinity competes
in crew on Varsity, Junior Varsity, Fresh-
man, Varsity Lightweight, and Varsity Four
levels. The first two and the last form the
Varsity "Squad".
Graf's proposal is intended to recognize
the efforts of the Junior Varsity who go
through all the workouts that the Varsity ,'
boat goes through but compete on the J.V. .'
level. Graf's recommendations that were-15
approved are:
(1) a Trinity J.V. insignia should be
established;
(2) this award, without jacket or sweater,
be awarded to all J.V. oarsmen who com-
pete in half the races;
(3) those members who qualify under the
previous proposal and who are on an un-
defeated crew be awarded a Varsity Letter;
(4) that a varsity award be given to J.V. or
Lightweight boats that win the National
Small College championship; /
(5) that the J.V. award be given to_,„'
members of the lightweight boat who
compete in 50% of their races.
(6) that J.V. crewmen who have rowed for
two years on the J.V. (at least 50% of the
races) and receive the coach's recom-~f*
mendalion be awarded a Varsity Letter in
place of the J.V: award.
Clearly this sytem will be used as a
precedent when Trinity is forced to change
its present system of competitive levels and
awards to a Vamty-Sub-varsity system.
Slim Predicts Tight Battles in National League
Picking baseball games in March is like
trying to handicap the Kentucky Derby in
December, but that, never stopped me
before. Of course, some picks are easier
than others, but the hard ones are in the
National League. So here goes.
In the NL West there ought to be fireworks
aplenty. The top spot is not as secure as it
seemed last, year, and a Big Red Machine
Dynasty is not all 'that certain.
The weak sister of the West is San Diego.
Preston Gomez is taking his time and they
should go somewhere soon, but not this year.
Houston will have fun this year, make lots
of money, play in air conditioned comfort in
the Dome, and finish fifth. They just can't
outhit all the other teams in the West.
Atlanta is the first of the big hitting teams
in the West, but Rico Carty is injured and
(we know) Henry Aaron isn't getting any
younger. As for pitching, Cecil Upshaw will
help, but with the likes of Ron Reed and Pat
Jarvis, well, fourth.
San Francisco, naturally, will fold in
September if they are anywhere near the
top, but that event is unlikely. They have
two, and only two, pitchers; Juan Marichal
and Gaylord Perry. It l6oks like another
"Spahn and Sain and pray for rain." There
is power aplenty, with Jim Ray Hart, Willie
McCovey, and yes, Willie Mays, who is all
together not getting any younger. Hopefully
Willie will forget about the number 714 and
begin to play some ball.
Then there's LA. Walter Alston acquired
Excedrin Headaches Nos. 1-69 when he got
Rich Allen. However, he realized that if you
want to fight it out with the big boys, you
gotta have the bats. It appears the Dodgers
have stopped played defensive ball, but with
the likes of Maury Wills, Billy Grabarke-
witz and Manny Mota, that's a lot of singles,
and the Dodgers have the pitchers to win a
bunch of one run ball games
The big question with Cincinnitti is pit-
ching. The Red Machine needs fair pitching,
and they didn't even get that in the Series. If
the Reds think they can score runs and blast
everybody, then they may be surprised. I
think the Red Machine has run out of gas.
Look for L.A. to cop the Number one spot,
but nobody's walking away with this one.
L.A., then Cincinnati, San Francisco,
Atlanta, Houston, and San Diego in the
West.
The senario for the National League East
has always been, one team leads, then folds,
and the eventual winner wraps it up with
about two games, to go. This year there
promises to be more of the same. There are
three teams that will probably battle it out,
two teams that have a chance, and one team
you can forget.
The latter is Montreal. The Expos are
another expansion team, and you know what
that means. With Bobby Wine at Short their
problems have just begun. Last, and I mean
last. Sorry, Gene.
St. Louis has a chance, albeit (and there's
a word you don't see too often) not a good
one. Trading Rich Allen means something,
probably that the Redbirds will rely on their
pitching and defense. The pitching, Bob
Gibson by name, is good as far as it goes.
The Cardinals need at least one more
starter, and I don't expect there is one in
their organization.
The other team with an outside chance is
Philadelphia. The Phils have a team that
can only be described as non-descript
People you never heard of are starting. Not
only that, but they have lots of people you
never heard of, and that's a lot of starters
Due to injuries and other stuff, like Larry
Hisle batting .098, last year the Phils didn't
start the same team twice. Even if Tim
McCarver bat .300, and even if Jim Burning
f n ? n s M
S h o r t wi" 30 games each, no one
wiii oe able to pronounce manager Frank
Louccesi's name. And that ain't good.
by Albert Donsky
Figure the Fills for fourth, as we say in the
alliterative sports biz.
The Mets, Cubs, and Pirates will probably
be so close you'll need a microscope to see
the difference. It ought to be the Cubs at the
top this year, if only because they've been so
close twice, However, the Chicagoans have
a habit of folding, which is why I think
there's gonna be trouble in the Windy City
this year. Leo Duroucher just isn't doing
something right, but nobody seems to know
what it is. Certainly the hitting and pitching
is all there, even Ernie Banks, who despite
all known natural laws, seems to be actually
getting younger. Possibly the Cubs would be
wise to play some night games. It might help,
The Pirates, last years winners by
default, just don't seem to me like a team
that can win the big ones, whatever that
means. The thing that the Pirates lack, as
does everyone else, just about, is pitching.
Steve Blass? You see my point.
The Mets, on the other hand, have too
much pitching, if such a thing is possible.
The trouble with a team that relies on pit-
ching is that one of your pitchers will no
doubt have a sore arm for half the year. Not
only that, but there is nothing so un-
conductive to pitching as New York weather
in April and May. To be really effective, a
pitcher needs warm weather. That's why
the Mets will have to put on a really amazing
(to coin a phrase) stretch run in September,
because in the Spring, the hitters are always
ahead of the pitchers, or something like
that. Anyway, the only reason the New
Yorkers could possibly stay close is because
nobody else in the N.L, East is going to run
away with it.
And now the picks. Montreal, last. St.
Louis can challenge but I see them a close
fifth. The Phils, fourth, and that may be a
gift. Pittsburg third, although they may
steel some games. (I couldn't help it.) The
Mets second, even though Tom Seaver will
be out for 8 weeks with torn ligaments or
somesuch. And finally, this year, the
Chicago Cubs ought to be able to win more
than ten games in September. If not, then
the World Series may be played in
Philadelphia Veterans Memorial Stadium
after all. You read it here.
Intramurais
BASKETBALL
Independents 3 bested Psi U
Signma Nu overcame DKE
Ind. A clobbered AD
PKA vanquished Phi Psi
Ind. 1 routed IKA
Ind. 3 smashed St. A
Ind. 1 bettered PKA
Sigma Nu overpowered Ind. 3
Ind. 4 floored DKE
ADsubiugated St. A
TX licked AXP
Ind 2 subdued PKA
Ind. 1 reduced Phi Psi
PKA worsted IKA
SQUASH
Psi U trounced DKE
Pike bombed IKA
Pike toppled Ind. 1
Psi U slugged St. A
AD creamed DKE
Psi U defeated the Nu
Psi U annihilated Inct. 2
AD edged ind 2
Pike nipped Crow
Pike polaxed Phi Psi
OKE crushed St. A
Dke killed Sigma Nu
'""W
